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We Make
Nanotech Projects
Work For You









Industrial Nano Coating Consulting





	Nano-Coating Consulting & Project Services for Clients.
	Collaboration with Manufacturers & Institutes.
	One-Stop, A-Z, Unbiased.
	PFAS Replacement Specialists




Book a Call

Ask our AI
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 “Lotus Nano solved us a costly future problem. Perfect!” - Frank Peters, Automotive Co., India
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Nano Coating Excellence
For Our Clients





Pioneering Industry Independence





Lotus Nano goes beyond the typical consulting model, standing as your dedicated partner in navigating the complexities of nanotech coatings. From the brainstorming phase to the final application, we're committed to your project’s evolution and success.

	Unbiased Advice: With an impartial stance and subject matter competence, we ensure your project benefits from top-tier manufacturers, custom-picked specifically to meet your needs.
	End-to-End Engagement: Our involvement extends beyond initial guidance. We support your journey through every step, ensuring optimal implementation and ongoing optimisation.
	On Your Side: We advocate for your interests, providing transparent feedback and strategic support to navigate challenges, ensuring your priorities are always front and center.











One-Stop Service





At Lotus Nano, "One-Stop" means you have a single, unified gateway for all your nano-engineered product needs — from the first call to project completion. We ensure that your project transitions seamlessly from concept to completion without the hassle of sourcing and managing multiple vendors or complex logistics. Here's what you gain:

	Great Products & Insights: Vast and growing network of vetted manufacturers worldwide. Top sourcing and people skills with the right set of expertise to fulfil your requirements.
	Complete Project Management: Comprehensive project oversight that cuts through complexity, leaving you free to focus on what matters.
	Customized for You: Tailored nanocoating applications that meet your project's specifications, ensuring optimal performance and durability.
	Streamlined Communication: A single point of contact for clear, consistent communication throughout your project's journey.
	Cost and Time Efficiency: With our One-Stop service model, we eliminate the typical delays and markups involved in coordinating middlemen.











Top Sourcing Capability





Lotus Nano excels in identifying and sourcing the most appropriate nanocoating products and manufacturing partners, ensuring a precise alignment with your specific project requirements. Additionally, we consistently expand and update our comprehensive database of thoroughly vetted global manufacturers specialising in nanocoating products.









No Middlemen





Lotus Nano offers the best of both worlds: access to best-in-class nano-coating products coupled with the unique opportunity to engage directly with the people behind them — manufacturers and research institutes:
	Direct from the Source: Clients gain access to top-tier products or ready-to-market research and the brilliant people that create them.
	Direct Communication: Fast and direct interaction ensures clearer understanding and responses to specific needs.
	Direct Service & Support: Get real guidance and support and first-hand surface transformation expertise from the actual makers.
	Direct Negotiations: Open dialogue fosters transparency and better terms adapted to each party's needs.
	Direct Solutions: We facilitate producer partnerships which understand you and match your exact project requirements.
	Direct Pricing: Removing intermediaries means cost savings without compromising on the quality or support.


With Lotus Nano, it’s not just about procuring the best nano-engineered coating products; it’s about enriching those acquisitions with personal, direct connections to the experts behind them, ensuring a superior experience all around.









Aligned with Industry Innovation





Connected with scientific academia and attuned to latest industry trends, we ensure your projects are at the cutting-edge of current nanocoating innovation.









Commercial and Operational Advisory





Lotus Nano's approach to nanocoatings is focused on maximising commercial viability, improving your products and operational outcomes.
	Product Integration & Marketing: We can advise on integrating nanocoatings for improved product performance and durability, along with strategic marketing insights for successful commercialisation.
	Operational Improvement Advisory: We offer expert guidance on applying nanocoatings to equipment and facilities for operational efficiencies, cost savings, and advancing sustainability objectives.











Confidentiality and Integrity





Maintaining a competitive edge is crucial, and confidentiality is key when it comes to your products. We guarantee utmost confidentiality to protect your project's unique aspects and competitive advantage throughout its lifecycle.









End-to-End Project Management





Lotus Nano leverages informed communication, coordination and project management skills to provide comprehensive oversight of your nanocoating projects from conception through delivery. This ensures tailored, efficient solutions and superior outcomes, all while maintaining seamless engagement throughout the project lifecycle.










Book a Call

Contact us!
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A-Z Nano Coating PM







Unbiased & One-Stop







Your Ask-First Specialists







Anywhere













We Create Opportunities
for Innovation Leaders


Are you leading the way in PFAS-FREE manufacturing or researching surface-transforming coatings, or pioneering Nanotech-Engineered Products (such as Nano-Coatings) that redefine industries, such as:


	Aerospace, Aviation
	Agriculture
	Automotive
	Clean / Renewable Energy
	Construction / Buildings / Facilities
	Electrics / Electronics
	Environmental / Green Tech
	Food Safety / Packaging
	Fossil Energy
	Healthcare
	Infrastructure
	Textiles / Apparel
	Water Treatment




Connect with us today to learn what we can do together!




Learn More
Contact us
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Hire
Lotus Nano

Talk to us about your specific requirements today!




Looking to Replace PFAS?

Novel PFAS-Free Nanocoatings can replace "Forever Chemicals" in a growing number of Industries. We can help with that.







Metals & Alloys:
Corrosion Control
During Transit

Faced with metals corroding slightly during endless shipments, and lengthy storage times? We specialise in nanocoating services which focus particularly on short to medium term corrosion prevention. Let's keep your products corrosion free when it matters and reduce rejects today.

Learn More
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Furniture & Textiles:
Reliable and Durable
Nano Protection

Boost the durability and value of your furniture and textiles with our nano protection services. We provide turnkey assistance with advanced nanocoatings designed to resist stains, wear, and moisture. This extends the lifespan of your products, promoting sustainability. Explore with us the future of reliable product protection that embraces eco-friendliness.

Learn More
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Solar / PV Panels:
Nanotech for
Optimum Efficiency

Nanotech can squeeze out more efficiency from your Solar / PV panels. We offer turn-key services and carefully selected nanomaterials, designed to minimise light reflection and resist dirt, dust, and natural elements. Stay ahead in the renewable energy sector and enjoy potentially 3 - 15% efficiency gains. Call us today.

Learn More
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Glass, Ceramic, Plastic:
Nanocoatings for
Enhanced Protection

Maintain the pristine appearance of glass, ceramic, and plastic surfaces with specialised Nanocoatings. Expertly formulated to resist wear and tear, elongate your materials' shine, and simplify cleaning tasks, we get you the cutting-edge protection that will keep them looking as good as new for longer.

Learn More
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Hydrophilic Coatings:
Enhance Versatility
and Safety



Transform your product's performance with our hydrophilic nanocoating services. Ideal for a wide array of surfaces such as mirrors, lenses, windshields, and surgical tools, we provide specialised advice to ensure you find the perfect coating for your specific needs.



Learn More
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Raw & Treated Wood:
Nanocoating for
Reliable Protection


Looking for unparalleled protection and aesthetic enhancement for your wood and timber? Benefit from our cutting-edge nanocoating know-how, offering robust defence and enduring allure. We ensure your raw or treated wooden surfaces are impressively safeguarded against environmental challenges.



Learn More
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Stone, Bricks and More:
Protecting Elegance,
Preventing Damage

Safeguard the unique charm of natural marble, granite, slate, sandstone, quartz, limestone, etc. with expertly-engineered nanocoatings and application services. Experience dependable, extended defence against weathering and discolouration, and maintain the exquisite aesthetics of your surfaces.

Learn More
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Anti-Graffiti Solutions:
Best Defence for
Important Surfaces

Our expert guidance and service deliver cutting-edge anti-graffiti nano-coatings for use on various substrates. Protect your assets with solutions to maintain pristine condition. Effortlessly clean while providing shield against graffiti, contaminants, and time. Our solutions preemptively defend your surfaces, ensuring they remain untarnished longer.

Learn More




WHAT IS IT?

Graffiti materials, such as spray paints or markers, can penetrate the surface of a substrate if not protected, and create a permanent mark.

Anti-graffiti coatings work by creating a barrier that prevents graffiti materials from reaching to the surface and making it a lot easier to remove without causing damage.



Nano anti-graffiti coatings can be used on a variety of surfaces, and they can also have additional properties beyond just preventing graffiti. Some coatings may be formulated to also be water-repellent, oil-repellent, or UV-resistant, which can help to protect the underlying surface from other types of damage.


ESSENTIALLY

Nano anti-graffiti coatings offer superior protection against graffiti compared to traditional coatings. Its nanoparticles create a barrier that prevents graffiti paints from penetrating the surface, making it easy to remove without causing damage to the underlying surface. It can be applied to a wide range of substrates, extending the life of surfaces and saving costs for frequent maintenance.
APPLICATIONS

Nano Anti-Graffiti can protect a lot of substrates. Here some examples:



	Building exteriors to prevent graffiti vandalism.
	Trains and buses to keep them looking clean and new.
	Historical monuments to protect their appearance.
	Outdoor sculptures and art installations.
	Parking garages and parking lots to prevent graffiti.
	Commercial buildings to maintain a professional appearance.
	Public restrooms to reduce maintenance costs.
	School buildings and universities to maintain a safe and respectful environment.
	Interior walls and surfaces to prevent graffiti and vandalism.
	Outdoor advertising billboards to maintain their visibility.
	Public transportation infrastructure such as subway stations, platforms, and trains
	Public areas such as parks, playgrounds, and sports facilities
	Industrial facilities and warehouses
	Retail spaces and shopping centres
	Private properties such as residential buildings and homes.
	Public utility structures, such as water treatment plants and power substations.
	Recreational facilities, such as playgrounds and skateparks.
	Transportation infrastructure, such as bridges, tunnels, and overpasses.
	Public spaces, such as sidewalks and public squares.
	Street furniture, such as benches and trash cans.
	Public transport vehicles, such as buses, trains and subway cars.
	Commercial vehicles, such as delivery trucks and trailers.
	Construction sites and equipment.
	Telecommunication infrastructure, such as cell towers and utility poles.
	Emergency services vehicles, such as fire trucks and ambulances.


PROPERTIES

	Coating Thickness: from few nanometers to several microns. A thicker coating is not automatically a better coating.
	The ability to prevent graffiti from adhering to the surface, making it easy to remove without damaging the underlying surface.
	Durability and resistance to weathering, UV radiation and other environmental factors
	Chemical resistance to common graffiti removers and solvents
	Low maintenance requirement
	Easy to clean and reapply if needed
	Transparent or near-transparent appearance to maintain the natural look of the surface
	May have self-cleaning properties
	May be hydrophobic or oleophobic to prevent graffiti from sticking.
	May be resistant to scratches and abrasion
	May be UV resistant to prevent fading or discolouration of the surface
	Some coatings may be breathable to prevent blistering or peeling of the coating
	Most modern nano anti-graffiti coatings are environment-friendly and non-toxic.


Close
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Circuit Protection:
Advanced Nano
Shielding Coatings

In an industry often plagued by humidity-related issues, our advanced nano coatings offer an extra layer of protection for your electrical setup. Resolve to keep your systems running smoothly despite adverse weather conditions. We partner with you in ensuring your electronic systems perform at their best, no matter the circumstances outside.

Learn More







Suggested Nano Blog Reading:

Hydrophobicity for Newbies



Several Years protection of electrical / electronic equipment or circuits from exposure to water, steam, humidity, condensation, fog, snow, rain, flooding, chlorinated and salt water. 

Ensures long term faultless operation. Works at -20 to +130 Celsius and 3 - 10000 Volts.
WHAT IS IT?

Today's cutting-edge advances in Nanotechnology make it easy to protect electric and electronic devices and installations. 

Even in the harshest of environments or after total inundation, or in extreme humid conditions, these nano-products displace moisture and build up a flexible and durable coat, which provides perfect protection from both short circuiting and oxidation.
ESSENTIALLY

A good Electrical + Circuits nano-product is your essential protection against water damage and equipment failure due to moisture and extreme weather conditions. 

Generally, its formulation is based on a mixture of highly refined mineral oils and naphthenic hydrocarbons. These effectively push moisture away from all electrical connections and equipment, to maintain the electrical circuit. 

Moisture is both driven out from and prevented from entering the treated area - restoring connectivity and eliminating short-circuiting / electrical breakdowns over a long time.
APPLICATIONS

Nano products which protect electrics or electronics efficiently are professionally coated on a substrate at client premises either during the production or at any later stage of the product lifecycle. One coating is usually sufficient. The coating process is swift but should not never be performed by untrained personnel. Substrates need to be as clean as possible, free of any visible stains, dirt or fatty substances before we apply it.



	Used for prevention, repairs and emergencies. Used where current leaks need to be suppressed, electrical contacts restored and/or where electrical short circuits problems to be eliminated
	Suitable for use on all electrical equipment from 3 to 10,000 volts including mining, automotive, marine, agricultural, electronic and electrical devices, robotics, hifi & high-end audio, industrial and construction.


PROPERTIES

	Long and reliable protection of electrical / electronic equipment from exposure to all forms of water (steam, humidity, condensation, fog, snow, rain, flooding, chlorinated and salt water, etc.)
	Prevents costly electrical outages
	Reduces maintenance, equipment replacement and labour costs.
	Quickly dries out electrical systems to eliminate moisture induced short circuits, even when the surface is already wet or has been inundated.
	Secures long term faultless operation
	No adverse effects on plastics, rubber, glass, varnishes, ceramics or metals
	Does not attack insulating varnishes.
	Extremely hydrophobic. Does not emulsify.
	Insensitive to extreme weather / temperatures (Effective at -20oC - +130oC)
	Maintains elasticity (ideal for flexible parts)
	Contains no resins, silicone, acrylics, teflon or aromatic compounds


Close












Sectors
We Assist

Lotus Nano makes Nanocoating work for you. Try us!
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Renewable
Energy
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Manufacturing,
Production
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Auto-
motive
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Commercial
Real Estate
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Residential &
Homes
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Construction &
Building Materials
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Furniture,
Furnishings
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Metals,
Alloys
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Heavy Industry,
Oil & Gas
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Maritime,
Shipping
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Textile &
Fabrics
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Wood, Timber,
Lumber



 




Contact
Lotus Nano

Ask us anything about how you wish to transform your surfaces with Nanocoatings. We take care of the rest!




Call / WhatsApp



Email us






Book a Discovery Call



Connect on LinkedIn






Visit us in Pune, India



Contact Form








Thank you! We'll be in touch shortly.

Oops...! We've got some problem!


Write to us



























Send
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